Bronson Beaver Builds a Robot
This furry family tale will likely become a favorite of young readers!

Let’s inspire kids to be inventive and
industrious when pursuing their dreams.
In this middle-grade novel, a creative young beaver learns about
responsibility when he invents a robot to perform his chores.
Bronson Beaver Builds a Robot is a slim and easy-to-read chapter
book written by children’s author Teko Bernard will instill in young
readers a spirit of creativity and invention, an appreciation for
nature, and an increased interest in STEM. It will also teach the
importance of honesty, responsibility, hard work, and friendship in
a fun way. It features comedy with heart (not sarcastic or cynical)
and good clean fun without bad guys, weapons, or violence.
This high-quality paperback book is appropriate for boys and
girls ages 7-12 who enjoy fast-paced stories with short, actionfilled chapters. It’s the right choice for kids who like books about
animals, nature, technology, and robots. It’s perfect for reluctant
readers and newly independent readers who are looking for more
challenging stories.

Benefits:

Book Details:

• Inspires creativity and invention
• Supports STEM, nature, and outdoor play
• Reinforces positive family values
• Provides heart-felt humor and good clean fun
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Praise
“This furry family tale will likely become a favorite of young readers, while the positive message should have
parents cheering for more.” – US Review of Books (Recommended Rating)
“This fast-paced novel, focusing on a young inventor and his dueling responsibilities, is perfect for middlegrade readers interested in robot fun.” – BookLife Reviews by Publishers Weekly
“The conflict between pursuing a passion and doing one’s duty is handled in a unique way, and the story as
a whole works, with a coherent plot and a satisfying outcome.” – Kirkus Reviews
tabronpublishing.com

What’s the story?
Bronson is a creative 13-year old master builder and aspiring inventor
who has been rigidly groomed since birth to work hard and someday
take over his family’s historic wilderness resort lodge.
But for the first time in his life, Bronson attempts to ditch hard work.
He decides to secretly build a robot to do his chores before his family’s
annual pancake festival event. So he can instead play in a high-stakes
video game tournament with his fellow-inventor friends Myron Mink
and Franny Fox. With the hope of winning its large cash prize so they
can finally build their dream workshop.
However, when his robot’s wires get crossed, it unwittingly creates more work and
trouble for Bronson and threatens to ruin his family’s big event and any chance of
making his dream a reality.
It will require a lot of help from his friends and family to overcome the robot’s damages,
save the event, and keep their hopes and dreams alive. In the end, Bronson ultimately
learns the importance of honesty, responsibility, hard work, and friendship.

About the Author
Teko Bernard is a graphic designer, entrepreneur, and author who writes middle-grade
chapter books for boys and girls ages 8-12. He grew up in the Midwest on a 5-acre
parcel of wide-open land where he spent his days wandering, playing, building and
discovering things outdoors. This childhood experience, combined with Teko’s lifelong
love for nature, and becoming taken by beaver’s inspiring behaviors and unique
engineering abilities, ultimately inspired Teko to write this book.
Teko is the author of Bernard Jones Is Going Places, The Hoop Kid From Elmdale Park,
and Elite Squad. Before pursuing his dream to write for young readers, Teko started his
professional life as a graphic designer and has worked with amazing clients including
ESPN, X Games, NCAA, Boys & Girls Clubs of America, U.S. National Parks, and many
other great brands.
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